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The problems connected with deep mine hoisting and the increasing complexity 
of ~his process can be analysed through the application of such mathematical 
tools as stochastic modeUing to slUdy the effectiveness, reliability or safely 
of hoist method~. To relate these theoretical investigations to real practice, 
knowledge about components, their stochastic nature and stochastic order 
of appearance is necessary. This paper presents results obtained during the 
ten-year (1976-85) period of research undertaken in the Polish mining industry 
by the Mining Mechanisation Institute of the Silesian Technical University, 

Gliwice, Poland. 

Introduction 
The installation of hoists remains one of the most im
portant factors' in the transportation of men, minerals, 
waste, machines and materials between the surface and 
underground. Hoists are the only solution available for 
the vertical transport necessary in deep mines. Con
tinuously increasing production levels in mining makes 
hoist technology a critical questio n in the further expan
sion of d~ep mines. 

Hoists must be able to transport a load within an ap
propriate time in a safe way. Generally, the transporta
tion task of rhe hoists l5 determined by the production 
o utput of the mine and the transportation potential of 
the mechanical system involved. In other words, this task 
depends on the ore characteristics and properties of the 
mechanical winning and transporting systems used under
ground with the hoist. In order to fulfil successfully 
existing demands on hoists and to tackle increasing re
quirements for the future, it was felt necessary to improve 
investigation methods by sophisticated mathematical 
tools. 

One such method involves the stochastic mathematical 
modelling of a hoist process. By using this model, a series 
of recommendations. both theoretical and practical, can 
be made for hoist designers, constructors, producers and 
users. 

The purpose of this paper is to show the mathematical 
components of the hoist process and their stochastic order 
of occurrence. The process is described as a partly deter
ministic random process running in time. The stochastic 
nature of these components was determined on the base 
of the ten- years ' (1976-85) investigations l

•
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covered several dozen hoists operating in both coal and 
copper mines in Poland. 

Description of method 
The first five-year research planl carried out by the 
Mining Mechanisalion Institute of the Silesian Technical 
University, Gliwice. P.oland was undertaken for a Potish 
producer of large and medium-size winders. The research 
concerned the reliability of winders made by the orderer. 
A number of winders, covering all large and medium·size 
machines of this type working in the Polish mining in· 
dustry, was studied. 

The mean depth of wind for these machines was ap· 
proximately 700 m, but the greatest depth did not exceed 
1 lOOm. Additionally, was collected about the use of 
equipment working directly with the winders. In this way 
data sets [tlating to hoists were gathered. 

Case histories of catastrophic events were also taken 
into consideration in order to assess their frequency of 
occurrence and related parameters. 

The second five-year research period: carried out by 
the same Institute was Wldertaken for the Polish Ministry 
of Mining and Energy. The research story area was the 
formulation of development procedures for the f1lllctional 
and safety reliability for large. high-power (~4000 kW) 
winders. 

Both research projects achieved their formulated 
targets. One of the results was a mathematical determina· 
tion of a hoist system process. The hoist is understood 
as a system comprising two subsystems of driving and 
transporting. The driving subsystem is a winder and the 
transporting subsystem consists of ropes and their attach· 
ments, conveyances and a guide system. All hoists in· 
vestigated were of the friction type, single and multi-rope 
(two and four) units. 
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Mathematical model of the hoist process 
Description of the process 
After commissioning the hoist begins its Iransportation 
task and an exploitation prOCess commences. A certain 
process in time begins in which changes of propenies of 
an explo ita led object take place. 

Depending on point of view, an exploilation process 
can be described ill exploitation theory terms, in reliability 
theory terms or others. The first two are most common
ly used for modelling purposes. Owing to the clearly 
specified aim of the research in hand, the exploitation 
process was studied from the reliability standpoint. An 
exploitation process for hoists can be described as follo ws: 

According to the Polish Mining Regulations, each hoist 
has a fixed time during the 24-hour day in which it can 
be utilized. This tinte is usually called disposal time, and 
let us denote it by Td• The rest of the 24 hours is 
devoted to maintenance (categorized as diagnostic, pro
phylactic or therapeutic). Let us call this T I • 

In disposal time the transportation task takes place. 
As shown in these studies, the starting point for the 
transportation process is a random variable normally 
distributed as follows: 

N.(m,.6) . ( [ ( 

where the sta ndard deviation varies on average from a 
few lO len minutes. 

The fini shing point of the transportation sequence is 
a random variable also normally distributed 

N~ml.of)' (2J 

where the standard deviation varies within a slightly wider 
range than 6,. 

Thus a real utilization time T is a random variable 
normally distributed where " 

Nimu "" ffi,- cn.? 6" "" ../6; + ai). (3] 

In most cases: 

]4( 

Use of the hoist begins each day as if from the begin
ning, hence the hoist utilization process is an interrup
ting random process. 

Exploitation repertoir 
Let us now consider a repertoire R of the reuabilily slates 
o f the ho ist. I t can be shown as follows: 

e, work: realization of tra nspor tation task, 
C::!: standstill, 
~ repair, 
leJ set of replacements of ropes, attachments, con

veyances, guide elements. 

Thus 

R = < el ; i = 1,4>. (5( 

Times of the above states are mutually independent ran
dom variables which can be described by the gamma 
distribution family of functions. Taking into account that 
replacements are done during the time T, replacement 
times are random variables normally cut off at T, point. 
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The above formulation remitted the description of the 
utilization of the hoisl as an interrupting semi-Markov 
process in which states are gamma-distributed . However, 
in many cases the shape parameters in gamma distribu
tions are one, hence the process appears as the Markov 
type. 

A reliability structure for hoists as a system including 
winders, ropes and their attachments, conveyances and 
guide elements, is of a series type, from the transporta
tion ta~k point or view, if repairs are taken into account. 
But, considering the work executed by particu lar parts 
of the hoist, the reliability structure is not of a series type 
because suspension gears and ropes are continuously 
working, even when the other elements arc under repair 
or at a standstill, 

Reliability parameters 
To obtain a more adequate picture of thc exploitation 
process of hoists, probabilities of occurrences of states 
should be considered. The most interesting were statcs 
e" el' el appearing during the sequence. 

Probability of the work state during time Td varied on 
average from 0,75 to 0,85. 

Probability of slalldsLi Il during time Td varied o n 
average from 0,15 to 0,25. 

Probability o f repair during time Td usually equalled 
a few per milles with a mean time o f less than two hours. 

Mean time between two successive repairs varied from 
100 to 200 hours. 

The avaHabililY fac tor of the hoist varied within the 
range 0,970-0,990. 

During both research projects catastrophic events were 
also taken in lo consideration. These are rare evcnt.~ in 
practice, so the ease history of the hoists under review 
was investigated. 

Assuming that a ll hoists are equally susceptible to this 
type of event, and keeping in mind the number of hoists 
in connection with the time of observaLion, it was found 
that a catastrophic event would occur on average in every 
50th day of hoist operation. 

Utilization of disposal time 
One of more interesting exploitation factors of the hoist 
is [he degree or utilization of disposal time for the 
transportation task. This ractor can also be used for 
verification o f modelJing adequateness o f [he explo ita
lion process of the hoist, and has been defined as: 

(6( 

where n is the degree of utilization o f disposal Lime for 
rea1izatio n of the transportation task of the hoist and 1: 
t .. is [he total time of hoist work during Td • 

Tak ing into co nsideration that 

o ~ t~ ~ T~ , 

it fo llows that 

0 '; 0 '; 1. 

(7] 

(8( 

Assuming that To is a deterministic value and Z t~, is a 
random variable, degree n appears as a random variable 
described on the [0,1] interval. 
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It has been shown by research) that n can be describ
ed by the hela distribution with a parameter mean value 
of approximalely 0.77 and a standard deviation of ap
proximately 0.10 in Polish conditio ns. 

This inrormalio n was used in making recommendations 
to all users of hoists to improve their exploitation and 
to increase C()ooperation with other equipment connected 
in the hoist series. 

Conclusion 
The above information was used in theoretical ex
periments and the resulLs obtained were verified in prac
tice. Practice has confirmed the constructional correct
ness of both field and theoretical data. 

On the basis of this presented mathematical model in
teresting research in terms of reliability indices and eco
nomic parameters has been carried out and results pub
lished in a paper.~ 

It should be remembered that the model presented here 
is only valid for th e whole hoist. The exp'oitation of sub
systems or o f hoist assemblies can be o f Quite a different 
character (e.g. some elementary safety systems for the 
hoist have an exploitation prowss or a stochastic point 
type/ depending on which purpOse is applied) . 
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